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estimate the BF filters in either time domain or frequency
domain, and achieve a better performance.

A recently developed system, which employs filter-and-sum
network with transform-average-concatenate module (FaSNet-
TAC) [9], produces the state-of-the-art performance in DNN–
based methods. This model applies dual–path recurrent neural
networks (DPRNN) [5] involving a lot of recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), which is hard to train. Although the network
using temporal convolutional network (TCN) [4] can speed up
the training process by parallel computing, its performance is
inferior. Besides, the encoder of the FaSNet-TAC is a linear
transformation, thus it also limits the system performance
due to its linearity. Through comparative experiments, it was
pointed out in [20] that the strong performance of the time-
domain separation model comes from using extremely small
encoder window length, for example, 40 samples (5 ms in 8
kHz) in Tasnet [3], 16 samples (2 ms in 8 kHz) in Conv-
tasnet [4], and 2 samples (0.25 ms in 8 kHz) in [5], [6]. This
indicates that the tremendous computing resources are required
to process with small encoder windows.

To address these disadvantages, in this paper, we propose
a deep encoder dual-path convolutional transformer network
(DE–DPCTnet) and the core contributions are threefolds:

• The DPCTnet with transformer module is constructed
to estimate the BF filters instead of the DPRNN in
the FaSNet-TAC. By fully utilizing the power of self-
attention mechanism, it not only speeds up the training
process by parallel computing, but also achieves a better
global information extraction ability.

• The deep encoder with nonlinear activation function is
utilized to create the encoder module, which exploits the
nonlinear information and completes the separation task
better.

• The proposed network with 16 ms encoder window
length produces a better performance than the FaSNet-
TAC with 4 ms encoder window length, which means
that we achieve a better performance with one-third of

Abstract—In recent years, beamforming has been extensively 
investigated in multi-channel speech separation task. In this 
paper, we propose a deep encoder dual-path convolutional trans-
former network (DE–DPCTnet), which directly estimates the 
beamforming filters f or s peech s eparation t ask i n t ime domain. 
In order to learn the signal repetitions correctly, nonlinear 
deep encoder module is proposed to replace the traditional 
linear one. The improved transformer is also developed by 
utilizing convolutions to capture long-time speech sequences. 
The ablation studies demonstrate that the deep encoder and 
improved transformer indeed benefit the separation performance. 
The comparisons show that the DE–DPCTnet outperforms the 
state-of-the-art filter-and-sum n etwork w ith transform-average-
concatenate module (FaSNet-TAC), even with a lower computa-
tional complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of blind source separation (BSS) is to extract
the speech signal of individual speaker from single- or multi-
channel observed mixed signals, which is also called cocktail 
party problem [1]. With the developments of neural networks, 
the deep learning based approaches [2]–[9] have gained much
attractions and demonstrated much improved performances 
over the traditional methods.

The deep learning beamforming (BF) is one of the popular 
methods for multichannel speech separation with its com-
petitive separation performance. The current deep learning 
BF approaches can be generally divided into two categories:
the output–based beamformers [10]–[15], where a two-step 
concept is applied, and the DNN–based beamformers [8], [9],
[16]–[19], where the BF filters a re l earned b y n etworks. The
first s tep of t he output based beamformers i s t o apply single-
channel separation model to each channel, and then, in the
second step, the conventional BF processing is conducted.
Note that when the pre-separation model fails, it will lead
to the instability of the whole system output. The DNN–
based methods are proposed to enable the networks to directly
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the computational complexity. Moreover, under the same
computational complexity, the proposed model attains an
absolute improvement of 1.76 dB SDR.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. DE–DPCTnet

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the DE–DPCTnet. The input
signals with N channels xi, i = 1, ..., N are segmentated into
Z overlaped frames of L samples with a hop size of H ∈
[0, L− 1] samples. By concatenating W both future and past
samples, the final input frame is

cit = xi[tH −W : tH + L+W − 1], (1)

where t = 1, ..., Z is the frame index. Without introducing
ambiguity, the frame index t will be dropped in the following
discussions. The convolution operation is now applied on a
context frame ci ∈ R1×2W+L for each microphone signal to
generate the beamformer output, given by

yi
j = hi

j ~ ci, (2)

where hi
j ∈ R1×2W+1, j = 1, ..., C , which will be estimated

by our proposed DPCTnet, are the BF filters of length 2W+1,
C is the number of sources and ~ represents the convolution
operation, yj ∈ R1×L is the output of filtered signal for source
j, which is the sum and average of yi

j .
Next, each subblock will be described including deep en-

coder and the DPCTnet in the DE–DPCTnet in details.

B. Deep Encoder

As discussed in the introduction, we investigate the pos-
sibilities of nonlinear encoders and decoders, by stacking 1-
D convolution layers with nonlinear activation functions to
construct the encoder, shown in Figure 2. The first layer
encodes each context frame ci to channel embedding by a
1-D convolutional layer with K kernels of size 2W + L to
generate Ri ∈ R1×K as

Ri = ciU , (3)

where U ∈ R(2W+L)×K is the weight matrix. The output Ri

is passed to a stack of M − 1 1-D convolutional layers, and
followed by a parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU), given
by

Ri
m = PReLU

(
Um ~Ri

m−1

)
, (4)

where m = 1, ...,M denotes the layer index, Um ∈ RK×3 is
the kernel, and Ri

m is the output of the m-th layer.

C. DPCTnet

1) Segmentation: To avoid ambiguity, the microphone in-
dex i is omitted in following discussions. First, we extract
multi-channel feature information q ∈ R(2W+1)×Z with the
normalizad cross-correlation (NCC) feature [9] and generate
the final input features F ∈ R(2W+K+1)×Z by concatenating
R and q. Second, the input features F are converted to

channel embedding G ∈ RE×Z(E < 2W + L) by a 1-
D convolutional layer for reducing the computation cost and
splited into overlapped chunks of length S and hop size S/2.
Third, all the chunks are concatenated to form a 3-D tensor
D ∈ RE×S×P .

2) Dual-path convolutional transformer block: The dual-
path convolutional transformer block consists of intra block
processing and inter block processing. As shown in Figure 3,
3-D tensor D will be passed to a stack of B DPCT blocks
designed to decouple the mixture signal by alternating local
and global sequence processing. The output of each DPCT
block is connected to TAC module [9], as depicted in Figure
1.

In the task of intra-processing, we use DRI
b and DRO

b

to respectively denote the inputs for local LSTM and the
corresponding outputs, and the relationship is

DRO
b = [M b ×BLSTM(DRI

b [:, :, p]) + eb, p = 1, ..., P ],
(5)

where × is a matrix multiplication and b = 1, ..., B is used to
denote the b-th block. DRI

b [:, :, p] ∈ RE×S refers to the local
sequence within the p-th chunk. M b ∈ RE×2S and eb ∈ RE

are the parameters of the linear layer.
After intra-processing, in the task of inter-processing, we

develop an improved transformer, as shown in Figure 4, to
capture the global information. The improved transformer
mainly utilizes convolutional feed-forward network to model
the inter-segment sequences. Instead of directly taking DRO

b

as the input to the transformer for inter-processing, DRO
b is

summed with the positional encoding PEb and passed to
multi-head attention module (MHA), given by

DMHA
b =MHA

[
GLN(DRO

b [:, s, :] + PEb)
]
+DRO

b , (6)

where GLN is the global layer normalization. DRO
b [:, s, :] ∈

RE×P , and s = 1, ..., S refers to the global sequence within
the s-th chunk. In this work, we use the sinusoid positional
encoding to generate PEb ∈ RE×P .

According to layer normalization, after MHA, the convolu-
tional feed-forwad layers are applied to the DRO

b for extracting
global features as

DAO
b = GLN [FFN(GLN [DMHA

b ])], (7)
FFN(χ) = GELU [Conv1d(GELU [Conv1d(χ)])], (8)

where GELU is the Gaussian error linerar units, and Conv1d
is 1-D convolutional layer with the kernel of size 1. DAO

b is
the output of convolutional feed-forward network.

3) Overlap-add: The output DAO
B+1 ∈ RE×S×P of last

DPCT block is used to learn the filters for each source by
2-D convolutional layer. The filters are transformed back to
sequence F out

j ∈ R(2W+L)×Z by the overlap-add method.
Finally, it is passed to the last layer for further processing,
given by

hj = tanh[Conv1d(F out
j )] · σ[Conv1d(F out

j )], (9)

where hj ∈ R(2W+1)×Z is the BF filter of the j-th source.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for speech separation with the proposed DE–DPCTnet architecture.
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Fig. 2. The deep encoder architecture.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Dataset

We create a multichannel noisy reverberant dataset of
20000, 5000 and 3000 utterances for training, validation, and
test sets, respectively, where two speech signals and one noise
signal are randomly selected from the 100-hour Librispeech
subset [21] and the Nonspeech Corpus [22], respectively.

We choose a fixed circular six microphones array, where
microphones are evenly distributed on a circle with diameter
of 10 cm. The speaker locations are uniformly distributed
between 0 and 180 degrees. The length and width of testing
room are randomly set from 3.0 m and 10.0 m, and the height
is randomly sampled between 2.5 m and 4.0 m. The signals
are then convolved with room impulse responses generated
using gpuRIR toolbox [23]. The T60 reverberation time is
randomly sampled from 0.1 to 0.5 s. An overlap ratio between
two speakers is uniformly sampled between 0% and 100% for
achieving 50% average overlap ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of two speakers is randomly generated from 0 to 5 dB.
The SNR between clean signal and noise is randomly sampled
between 5 and 15 dB. The noise direction is sampled without
further constrains.

B. Model and Training Configurations

In the DE-DPCTnet, the frame size L and the context size
W are both set to 16 ms, i.e., 256 samples at 16 kHz sample
rate, and the hop ratio H is set to 128, i.e., 50% overlap ratio.
The TAC module is the same as in [9]. In the encoder module,
the K is set to 256 and the number M of 1-D convolutional
layers is set to 3. We use 6 DPCT blocks, i.e., B = 6, E = 64,
S = 24 in segmentation stage. Within each DPCT block, local

Bi-LSTM is used with 128 hidden units, and the global MHA
is set to be 4-head, i.e., J = 4.

The models are trained for 100 epochs on 4 s long input
sequences with the Adam optimizer [24], and in the process
of which, the utterance-level permutation invariant training
(uPIT) [25] is also used. The learning rate is initialized to
be 0.001 and decays by a factor of 0.98 for every two epochs.
The gradient clipping by a maximum gradient `2-norm of 5 is
always applied, and the early stopping is also applied if no best
validation model is found for 10 consecutive epochs. The loss
function is the scale-invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR)
[26]. The performance is measured by signal-to-distortion ratio
improvement (SDRi) [27], as well as the perceptual evaluation
of speech quality (PESQ) [28].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we perform an ablation study of the DE-
DPCTnet and also compare the performance with representa-
tive time-domain end-to-end approaches such as the monaural
Conv-Tasnet [4], the monaural DPRNN5, multi-channel Conv-
TasNet [29], and the baseline FaSNet-TAC, a representa-
tive time-domain beamforming technique extending monaural
DPRNN for multi-channel separation. All of them are popular
in speaker separation task.

As shown in Table I, we first compared the performance
of the methods under different reverberation conditions. It is
expected, the performances of all the methods degrade with the
increase of T60, since the reverberation distorts the features
used for separation, especially for the single-channel system.
The multi-channel Conv-TasNet using spatial information ICD
yielded more than 2.45 dB SDRi over the reference Conv-
TasNet system, suggesting that multi-channel approaches us-
ing spatial information can better alleviate the degradation
induced by reverberations. By full utilizing the self-attention
mechanism and deep encoder, our model has achieved a great
improvement in the case of the high reverberations (T60 0.4–
0.5s), gaining 2.82 dB SDRi over multi-channel Conv-TasNet
and 2.62 dB SDRi over FaSNet-TAC.

Table II shows the experimental results in terms of SDRi.
Besides the standard separation measure SDRi, we also an-
alyzed the runtime cost of each model for processing a 4 s
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TABLE I
THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS IN TERMS OF SDRI (DB) WITH DIFFERENT T60.

Model Params. Reverberation(T60) Average
0.1–0.2s 0.2–0.3s 0.3–04s 0.4–0.5s

DPRNN 2.6M 13.33 10.93 9.47 6.05 8.34
Conv-TasNet 5.1M 10.33 8.87 7.95 6.168 7.45

Multi-channel Conv-TasNet 8.8M 14.49 11.98 11.02 7.80 9.90
FaSNet-TAC+16ms 2.9M 15.21 12.57 11.12 7.97 10.2
FaSNet-TAC+4ms 2.9M 15.10 12.63 11.09 8.00 10.91
DPCTnet+16ms 3.2M 16.24 14.00 12.77 9.48 11.62
DPCTnet+4ms 3.2M 16.57 14.41 13.03 9.92 12.02

DPCTnet+DeepEncoder+16ms 3.8M 16.84 14.72 13.22 10.30 12.35
DPCTnet+DeepEncoder+4ms 3.8M 17.19 15.02 13.56 10.62 12.67

TABLE II
THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS IN TERMS OF SDRI (DB).

Model Params. MACs. Speaker angle Overlap ratio Average
< 15° 15°–45° 45°–90° > 90° < 25% 25–50% 50–75% > 75%

Multi-channel Conv-TasNet 8.8M 28.06G 9.31 9.78 10.07 10.40 14.15 10.75 8.39 6.28 9.89
FaSNet-TAC+16ms 2.9M 14.82G 9.23 10.30 10.51 10.78 14.78 11.03 8.54 6.46 10.2
FaSNet-TAC+4ms 2.9M 55.28G 9.79 11.08 11.28 11.51 15.36 11.74 9.22 7.34 10.91
DPCTnet+16ms 3.2M 15.26G 9.94 11.37 12.29 12.93 15.90 12.54 10.11 7.96 11.62
DPCTnet+4ms 3.2M 60.74G 10.22 11.79 12.76 13.35 16.23 12.92 10.54 8.40 12.02

DPCTnet+DeepEncoder+16ms 3.8M 17.04G 10.19 11.97 13.22 14.07 16.23 13.18 10.94 8.78 12.35
DPCTnet+DeepEncoder+4ms 3.8M 67.64G 10.60 12.33 13.49 14.33 16.84 13.45 11.21 9.2 12.67
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the improved transformer.

mixture input in terms of multi-add operations (MACs) with
a third-party module 1, which represents the model efficiency.
For FaSNet-based models, the performance improvement of
separation is achieved when increasing the encoder window
length. For example, the FaSNet-TAC with 4 ms encoder
window (55.28G MACs) gains 0.71 dB SDRi over the FaSNet-
TAC with 16 ms encoder window (14.82G MACs), which
means that the computational complexity of the former is

1https://github.com/sovrasov/flops-counter.pytorch

almost four times that of the latter. However, the proposed
DPCTnet with 16 ms window (15.26G MACs) achieves a
better SDRi than FaSNet-TAC with 4 ms, and the DPCTnet
with 4 ms gains absolute 1.11 dB SDRi. This indicates the
effectiveness of replacing RNN with transformer modules.

We also perform the ablation experiments with and without
nonlinear encoder modules. It is noticed that the proposed
network with 16 ms gains 0.71 dB SDRi by using the nonlinear
deep encoder, as indicated in Table II. The similar conclusion
can be drawn with 4 ms scenario, which indicates that using
the nonlinear deep encoder indeed benefits the final separation
performance. It is interesting to point out when speaker angle
is less than 15°, the proposed model presents an obvious
advantage under the same length of encoder window.

In Table III, the PESQ is also utilized as another measure
to objectively compare the different models. From Table III, it
can be seen the proposed model still achieves a better perfor-
mance than the FaSNet-TAC, even with a longer window. This
further demonstrates the effectiveness of using the transformer
module and nonlinear encoder.
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TABLE III
THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS IN TERMS OF PESQ.

Model Params. MACs. Speaker angle Overlap ratio Average
< 15° 15°–45° 45°–90° > 90° < 25% 25–50% 50–75% > 75%

Multi-channel Conv-TasNet 8.8M 28.06G 2.38 2.40 2.42 2.49 2.82 2.53 2.27 2.06 2.42
FaSNet-TAC+16ms 2.9M 14.82G 2.31 2.41 2.45 2.52 2.82 2.52 2.28 2.08 2.42
FaSNet-TAC+4ms 2.9M 55.28G 2.38 2.49 2.52 2.58 2.88 2.59 2.34 2.16 2.49
DPCTnet+16ms 3.2M 15.26G 2.34 2.46 2.53 2.61 2.88 2.59 2.33 2.13 2.49
DPCTnet+4ms 3.2M 60.74G 2.38 2.51 2.89 2.67 2.92 2.64 2.40 2.19 2.54

DPCTnet+DeepEncoder+16ms 3.8M 17.04G 2.38 2.54 2.64 2.74 2.96 2.67 2.43 2.23 2.57
DPCTnet+DeepEncoder+4ms 3.8M 67.64G 2.43 2.58 2.68 2.78 3.00 2.72 2.48 2.27 2.62

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a deep encoder dual-path con-
volutional transformer network for end-to-end multi-channel
speech separation. The mixed signal is extracted by the pro-
posed deep encoder and then sent to the DPCTnet to directly
estimate the BF filters of each channel. In the experiments,
we demonstrate the benefits of using the transformer module
and deep encoder module. Compared with other methods, the
results also show that the proposed model achieves a better
performance than the FaSNet-TAC on noisy reverberant speech
separation task in terms of SDRi and PESQ metrics.
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